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Headshop Kiwiland
Top quality Headshop full of everything you need to enjoy life!! Here at Kiwiland Amsterdam we have
collected a fine range of quality Grinders, Vaporizers, Pipes, Bongs, Glass, Smoking accessories, Stash and
Storage products for sale!
Are you looking for information about indoor and outdoor cannabis growing? Do you want to learn rolling
and smoking cannabis joints? check our educational and entertaining Books & dvd section.
We are careful to stock only products that have proven themselves already. We have everything from plain
plastic grinders right through to triple screen sets that include polm pressing equipment. You're sure to find
here a grinder that suits you needs.
Using a vaporizer allows you to heat your blend to a level of vaporization without combustion. Did you
know that using a vaporizer can cut down up to 95% of the nasty by-products associated with smoking while
significantly increasing the inhalation of active ingredients in your blend?
If you have just finished harvesting your cannabis, you might be interested in the Kiwiland Weighing scales
and Packaging & sealing sections. Our selection of pipes and bongs for your smoking pleasure. Bigger pipes
are great for cannabis whereas smaller pipes are better for hashish.
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Headshop categories

Grinders
Dampkring coffeeshop

Natural Hemp ProductsPackaging & sealing

Books & dvd’s

Smoking accessories

Pipes

Vaporizers
Stash and storage

Wheiging scales

Headshop brands:
00 Box; Abscent; After Grow; Cloudious9; Dabbie; Dabit Card; Dampkring; Extravaganja; Fum; Fuzion;
Grenco Science; Hemplyne; Justice Scales; Kiwiland; LOL; Magic Flight; Molino; My Weigh; Myco; Novi
Gadgets; On Balance; PAX; PenSimple; Pollinator; RAW; Sana; Sativa Alimentary; Smoking; Storz &
Bickel; Tanita; Tightvac; Tuff-Weigh; Vapir; Vapium; VaporGenie LLC; Volcano; World Piece;

Headshop best selling items
Best selling Vaporizers
Best selling Grinders
Best selling Books
Best selling Smoking accessories
Best selling Natural Hemp Products
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Visit our headshop in Amsterdam
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